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MAKING A MARK
AND PUTTING LOVE
INTO YOUR WORK
KEVIN ROBERTS IS ON ABOUT LOVE, EXCITING AND NEW. HE WANTS YOU TO COME
ABOARD, HE'S EXPECTING YOU. AUTHOR OF BEYOND BRANDING, JACK YAN
REVIEWS LOVEMARKS: THE FUTURE BEYOND BRANDS. (PHOTO: MARK HEASLIP)

I don't think anyone in the branding
business could claim that they hadn't
heard of Kevin Roberts's lovemarks
ltSBN 1578872281l.The Saatchi &
Saatchi head, who grew up i n Lancaster,
has probably been the most single
minded individual in puning the concept
of New Zealand creativity on the global
map. And by using that same genius to
push Lovemerks, just as he had with cofounding The New Zealand Edge with
Brian Sweeney, he could possibly create
a very positive. human movement in
branding.
Those of us who work i n branding
have a love-hate thing with Naomi
Klein's No logo(Picador, IS8N
W12421435).Yes, Klein was right to raise
the issues. But what of the answers? My
colleagues and I at the Medinge Group
decided we would answer them, so in

2003, a bunch of us came up with Beyond
Branding {Kogan Page, ISBN
0749441151). The idea was to present a
book that took branding to the next level,
answering Klein and making the world a
better place.
So when I noticed lovemarkswas
subtitled 'The Future beyond Brands", I
thought: hang on, this sounds familiar. Is
Kev going to step on my toes? Not really.
This is a great book that's been written
from the heart - but i t won't satisfy those
involued deep i n branding. 11's not
supposed to. Lovemarks has been
wriaen to be easily digested. by
everyone. and that sets it apart. If
brand in^ authors are talking about
making brands more relevant, then why
do so many write like nerds? Roberts
writes like a normal person.
Roberts begins with a trip down

memory lane in an autobiographical
chapter, then why brands, as we know
them, are dead,
There are two problems. The book is
a visual mess. In recent years, book
deSigndrs have been getting more
creative, so 1 don't object to magazine
techniques such as callouts appearing.
Managing Brand Me IISBN 1843040174).
by Thomas Gad and Anette Rosencreutz,
employs some. But while Maoaging
Brend Me is restrained, Lovemarks
shouts. Over and overagain.
Pedants will nolice that among the
Adobe Garamond text, someone doesn't
know the difference between en and em
dashes. Sa typographically, Roberts's
friendly tone is lost, for someone has
indulged in the PowerPoinl school ot
design.
In fact, that's not too unfair a

comment. Kevin Roberts is, from what I
know. a talented and sought-after
speaker. These feel like minipresentations - not that there's anything
wrong with that. Each spread is a little
gem unio itself and you can glean a sight
bite that can be extrapolated into
something useful.
The second problem is the premise
that lovemarks has decided to take by
ihe end of the second chapter: "RIP
Branding'. This is a gloss, and it's not
supposed to be subjected to academic
scrutiny. but brands aren't.
The tack that Rnbens continues to
take i n following chapters relies on the
same process that "branding' has used:
the establishment of a vision, the
development of a strategy, the
communication of the ideal - all for a
positive image. Branding in fact is not

